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Abstract. The 2021 Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge, hosted by Amazon.
com’s Last Mile Research team, and scientifically supported by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s Center for Transportation and Logistics, prompted participants to leverage
real operational data to find new and better ways to solve a real-world routing problem. In
this article, we describe the data set released for the research challenge, which includes
route-, stop-, and package-level features for 9,184 historical routes performed by Amazon
drivers in 2018 in five metropolitan areas in the United States. This real-world data set
excludes any personally identifiable information: all route and package identifiers have been
randomly regenerated and related location data have been obfuscated to ensure anonymity.
Although multiple synthetic benchmark data sets are available in the literature, the data set
of the 2021 Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge is the first large and publicly
available data set to include instances based on real-world operational routing data.

History: Special Section – Machine Learning Methods and Applications in Large-Scale Route Planning
Problems.
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1. Introduction
On March 15, 2021, Amazon.com launched the 2021
Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge (referred to
as the research challenge in the following) with scientific
support from a team of researchers at theMassachusetts
Institute of Technology’s Center for Transportation and
Logistics. The research challenge encouraged partici-
pants worldwide to develop innovative approaches lev-
eraging data science and optimization methods to
produce delivery routes that reflect the tacit knowledge
of seasoned drivers gleaned through years of experi-
ence. Specifically, participants were asked to build a
model that would use data on historically observed
routes and their stop sequences to propose stop sequen-
ces for new sets of orders in previously unseen routes
for which the historical stop sequences are unknown to
the model. The proposed route sequences should be as
similar as possible to high-quality stop sequences oper-
ated by experienced delivery drivers.

To this end, participants were providedwith data for
model training from 6,112 historical routes traversed by
Amazon delivery drivers across five major metropoli-
tan areas in the United States. Each route is character-
ized by myriad features including a cost matrix of
historically realized transit times, the driver-operated
sequence of delivery stops, theweights and dimensions

of the packages delivered on each route, and delivery
time windows specified by customers, among others.
Algorithms developed by participants were evaluated
against another set of 3,072 historical routes. In total, 45
final submissions to the challenge were received and
evaluated; winnerswere announced on July 30, 2021.

From an academic perspective, the research chal-
lenge aimed to engage students and academics across
the world with an underrepresented research stream
on solving routing problems. Data-driven, learning-
based solution approaches to the vehicle routing prob-
lem (VRP) and its variants are still relatively absent in
the academic literature compared with conventional,
optimization-driven methods. Furthermore, most rout-
ing problems discussed in the literature aim to mini-
mize a clear, explicit objective function such as total
route time or the sum of vehicle operational costs.
The routing problem defined in the research challenge
pushed participants to instead propose techniques that
capture the complex decision making and tacit knowl-
edge of seasoned delivery drivers and generate route
sequences that a typical driver would consider to be of
good quality, implicitly factoring in quality criteria
such as convenience, efficiency, and safety.

The primary objective of this paper is to introduce the
research challenge data set. Benchmark data sets have
been extensively used for over four decades to directly
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compare newly proposed solution methods to solve
the VRP and its variants, both in terms of computational
efficiency and solution quality. Classic benchmark
data sets such as the ones presented by Christofides,
Mingozzi, and Toth (1979), Solomon (1987), and Golden
et al. (1998) are still in common use. Many other estab-
lished data sets in the literature see, e.g., (Taillard,
Laporte, and Gendreau 1996) are modifications of these
preceding data sets. We refer the reader to the recent
article by Gunawan et al. (2021) for a comprehensive
taxonomy of commonly used benchmark data sets. To
the best of our knowledge, all benchmark data sets avail-
able in the extant literature have been generated based
on synthetic data. In this paper, we introduce a novel,
publicly available, real-world data set that researchers
may use as a test bed to develop and evaluate new ideas
on how to solve realistically sized instances of real-
world routing problems. This unique data set estab-
lishes a large collection of benchmark instances based
on real operational data that researchers can use to
advance the state-of-the-art in vehicle routing research
and to expand its applications to industry settings.

2. Data Set Description
The routing challenge data set is available through the
Registry of Open Data on AmazonWeb Services (AWS)
at https://registry.opendata.aws/amazon-last-mile-chal
lenges. It has been split into training and evaluation sets.

The training data set contains 6,112 routes historically
performed by Amazon drivers in 2018 in the metro-
politan areas of Seattle, Los Angeles, Austin, Chicago,
and Boston. Each route is characterized by a variety

of route-level, stop-level, and package-level features,
summarized in Table 1 and explained in Sections 2.1
through 2.3. Notable summary statistics of select route
features in the training data set are provided in Table 2.
Each route in this data set is labeled according to its per-
ceived route quality (i.e., low, medium, and high) so that
it can serve as a basis to train machine learning models
or tune the parameters of traditional optimization mod-
els. These labels were created by analyzing route quality
attributes and delivery defects along with various other
dimensions of interest. These dimensions of interest can
broadly be categorized as related to driver experience,
customer satisfaction, and productivity.

The evaluation data set contains the same features for
an additional 3,072 historically observed routes. How-
ever, routes in this evaluation set are of high perceived
quality exclusively. For the research challenge, this eval-
uation data set was fed to models fitted using the train-
ing set to predict high-quality stop sequences and to
assess model performance and solution quality. The
summary statistics of select route features in the evalua-
tion data set are provided in Table 3.

No personally identifiable information has been included
in the data. All package and route identifiers were ran-
domly regenerated, and related location data were
obfuscated and perturbed to ensure anonymity and
protect the privacy of drivers and delivery recipients.

2.1. Route-Level Features
The following features describe the individual routes.

• Route ID: A randomly generated alphanumeric
string that uniquely identifies each route. No personally

Table 1. High-Level Description of Data Fields Provided in the Research Challenge Data Set

Data field Description Unit/format

Route information

Route ID Unique and anonymized identifier of each route —
Station code Unique identifier for a delivery station where routes begin —
Date Date of route execution YYYY-MM-DD
Departure time Time when vehicle leaves the station —
Executor capacity Volumetric capacity of vehicle cm3

Stops Each stop on route —
Observed sequence Sequence in which stops were visited —
Route score Quality of the observed sequence Categorical

Stop information

Stop ID Unique identifier of each stop on a route —
Latitude/longitude Obfuscated coordinates of each stop —
Type Type of stop Categorical
Zone ID Geographical planning area —
Packages Packages delivered at each stop —
Transit time Estimated transit time to every other stop on route Seconds

Package information

Package ID Unique and anonymized identifier of each package —
Status Delivery status of package Categorical
Time window Start and end of time window, when applicable —
Planned service time Time that serving the package is expected to require Seconds
Dimensions Length, width, and height of package cm

Merchán et al.: 2021 Amazon Last Mile Routing Research Challenge: Data Set
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identifiable information of delivery drivers has been
included.

• Station Code: An alphanumeric string that uni-
quely identifies the delivery station (or depot) at which
the route began.

• Date: The date the delivery vehicle departed from
the station.

• Departure Time: The time when the vehicle
departed the delivery station, specified in Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC).

• Executor Capacity: The volumetric capacity of the
vehicle, specified in cm3.

• Stops: A list of each stop that was served in the
route.

• Observed sequence: The order in which the stops
were visited.

• Route Score: The quality of the observed sequence.
This is in the form of a categorical variable that can
take the values of high,medium, or low.

2.2. Stop-Level Features
The following features describe each stop along each
route.

• Stop ID: A unique identifier of each stop within a
route. Each stop ID consists of two letters. All stop IDs
within a route are unique. However, a stop on one route
can share an ID with an unrelated stop on another
route.

• Latitude/Longitude: The coordinates of each stop,
specified via the World Geodetic System (WGS) 84 pro-
jection system. Coordinates have been anonymized and
perturbed to protect the privacy of delivery recipients.

• Type: Categorical variable denoting the type of
stop, either station or dropoff. The delivery vehicle
acquires all packages at the station and delivers them
at subsequent drop-off locations.

• Zone ID: A unique identifier denoting the geo-
graphical planning area into which the stop falls. The
numeral before the dash denotes a high-level planning
zone. The text after the dash denotes the subzone
within the high-level zone. All zones are devised inter-
nally by Amazon.

• Packages: A list of packages assigned to be deliv-
ered at the stop.

• Transit times: For a given pair of stops, the average
of historically realized transit times between all combi-
nations of package delivery locations between those
stops, specified in seconds.

2.3. Package-Level Features
The following features describe each package delivered
at each stop.

• Package ID: A randomly generated alphanumeric
string that uniquely identifies each package within a
route. Package identifiers are not shared among routes.
No personally identifiable information of delivery
recipients has been included.

• Scan Status: A categorical variable denoting the
delivery state of a package, eitherDELIVERED,DELIV-
ERY_ATTEMPTED, or REJECTED. In some cases, a
package may experience a failed delivery attempt and
a successful delivery in the same route. Where this
occurs, the package will still have a single ID, but the
associated stopwill have two stop IDs, one correspond-
ing to the failed attempt and another to the successful
attempt.

• Time Window: The interval of time in which pack-
age delivery is acceptable, defined by start_time_utc
and end_time_utc, both specified in UTC. If a package’s
start_time_utc and end_time_utc fields are NaN, no time
windowwas specified.

Table 2. Summary Statistics of the 6,112 Training Routes Included in the Data Set

No. of
stops

No. of
packages

No. of packages with
time windows

Total route
time (h)

Transit
time (h)

Service
time (h)

P10% 105.0 197.0 2.0 7.1 2.6 3.4
Mean 148.0 238.5 18.6 8.1 3.6 4.5
P90% 186.0 278.0 40.0 9.1 4.6 5.6
Standard deviation 31.0 31.0 15.2 0.8 0.7 0.9

Table 3. Summary Statistics of the 3,072 Evaluation Routes Included in the Data Set

No. of
stops

No. of
packages

No. of packages
with time windows

Total route
time (h)

Transit
time (h)

Service
time (h)

P10% 96.0 193.0 1.0 6.9 2.3 3.4
Mean 141.9 237.5 17.7 8.0 3.4 4.6
P90% 183.0 279.0 41.0 8.9 4.4 5.8
Standard deviation 33.2 32.7 15.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
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• Planned Service Time: Time in seconds that serving
the package is expected to require.

•Dimensions: Length, width, and height of the pack-
age, each specified in centimeters.

3. Conclusion
This paper introduces the first large, real-world, pub-
licly available routing data set, which was initially
released for the 2021 Amazon Last Mile Routing
Research Challenge. This novel and unique data set,
which was anonymized and obfuscated to remove any
personally identifiable information, includes a training
set of 6,112 historical routes and an evaluation set of
3,072 historical routes traversed by Amazon delivery
drivers across five major metropolitan areas in the
United States. For each observed route instance,
package-, stop-, and route-level features are included.
We expect this data set will help narrow the existing
gap between theoretical route planning and real-life
route execution by incorporating into methodological
approaches mechanisms to learn from tacit knowledge
of experienced delivery drivers about the complex
operational environments inwhich they operate.

4. Downloading the Data
The AWS command line interface (CLI) (Amazon Web
Services 2022) is the recommended tool to access the
research challenge data set. After installing the AWS CLI,
the following command can be executed to download the
data to a local directory specified by the user: aws s3

sync–no-sign-request s3://amazon-last-mile-
challenges/almrrc2021/{localdirectory}

For further instructions and documentation, we refer
the reader to the data set page in the Registry of Open
Data on AWS available at https://registry.opendata.
aws/amazon-last-mile-challenges.
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